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Abstract. Existing work on Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) has
focused mainly on the learning of definite programs or normal logic programs. In this paper, we aim to push the computational boundary to
a wider class of programs: Answer Set Programs. We propose a new
paradigm for ILP that integrates existing notions of brave and cautious
semantics within a unifying learning framework whose inductive solutions are Answer Set Programs and examples are partial interpretations
We present an algorithm that is sound and complete with respect to
our new notion of inductive solutions. We demonstrate its applicability by discussing a prototype implementation, called ILASP (Inductive
Learning of Answer Set Programs), and evaluate its use in the context of
planning. In particular, we show how ILASP can be used to learn agent’s
knowledge about the environment. Solutions of the learned ASP program
provide plans for the agent to travel through the given environment.
Keywords: Inductive Reasoning, Learning Answer Set Programs, Nonmonotonic Inductive Logic Programming.

1

Introduction

For more than two decades, Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [10] has been
an area of much interest. Signiﬁcant advances have been made both on new algorithms and systems (e.g. [15,8,1,11,12]) and proposals of new logical frameworks
for inductive learning (e.g. [13,16]). In most of these approaches an inductive
learning task is deﬁned as the search for an hypothesis that, together with a
given background knowledge, explains a set of observations (i.e. examples). Observations are usually grouped into positive (E + ) and negative (E − ) examples,
and an inductive solution is deﬁned as an hypothesis H that is consistent with
the background knowledge B and that, together with B, entails the positive examples (B ∪ H |= e for every e ∈ E + ) and does not entail the negative examples.
As stated in [16], this semantic view of inductive learning may be too “strong”.
When B ∪ H accepts more than one (minimal) model, it restricts solutions to
be only those hypotheses H for which the given observations are true in the
intersection of all models of B ∪ H. Both Brave Induction [16] and Induction of
Stable Models [13] applied induction to the stable model semantics [6] such that
in situations when B ∪ H has more than one stable model, it is just necessary
to guarantee that each example is true in at least one stable model of B ∪ H.
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Their notion of examples is, however, very speciﬁc: in [16] there is only one
example deﬁned as a conjunction of atoms, and in [13] examples are partial
interpretations. When B ∪ H has multiple stable models, literals may be true in
all models, some of, or none of them, and sometimes only a speciﬁed number of a
particular set of literals should be true. Neither Brave Induction, nor Induction
of Stable Models, is able to express through examples that a literal should be
true in all/no stable models. To allow for hypotheses that are ASP programs, a
more expressive notion of examples and inductive solution is therefore needed.
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Fig. 1. (a) valid partial grid; (b/c) invalid partial grids; (d) valid complete grid

Consider a simpliﬁed version of a sudoku game where the grid includes only
sixteen cells. Let us assume that basic deﬁnitions of cell, same row, same col
and same block (true only for two diﬀerent cells in the same row/column/block)
are given as background knowledge B expressed as an ASP program, and that the
task is to learn an hypothesis H such that the Answer Sets of B ∪ H correspond
to the valid sudoku grids. A possible hypothesis would be the ASP program:
1 { value(1, C),
:- value(V, C1),
:- value(V, C1),
:- value(V, C1),

value(2,
value(V,
value(V,
value(V,

C), value(3, C), value(4, C) } 1 :- cell(C).
C2), same_col(C1, C2).
C2), same_row(C1, C2).
C2), same_block(C1, C2).

To learn this program, single literal examples such as value(1, cell(1, 1)) would
not be enough, as value(1, cell(1, 1)) being valid depends on the values of the
other cells. Examples should therefore be (partial) grids, e.g. Figure 1(a), and
the learned hypothesis, H, should be such that for every example E, B ∪ H
has an Answer Set corresponding to a complete grid that extends E. It is
not suﬃcient to consider only (positive) examples of what should be an Answer Set of B ∪ H: no matter how many examples we give, the hypothesis
0{value(1, C), value(2, C), value(3, C), value(4, C)}4 ← cell(C) will always be
in the solution space. Each valid sudoku board would be an Answer Set of this
hypothesis; however, this is also true for invalid boards, such as those in Figure 1
(b) and (c). What is needed is the use of negative examples. In the sudoku game,
negative examples would be invalid partial boards (e.g., Figure 1 (b) and (c)).
In Section 3 we propose a new paradigm for inductive learning, called Learning from (partial) Answer Sets. Our approach integrates notions of brave and
cautious semantics within a unifying learning framework whose inductive solutions are ASP programs and both positive and negative examples are (partial)
interpretations. Inductive solutions are ASP programs that together with a given
background knowledge B have at least one Answer Set extending each positive
example (this could be a diﬀerent Answer Set for each example), and no Answer
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Set which extends any negative example. The use of negative examples is what
diﬀerentiates our approach from Brave Induction or Induction of Stable Models. In fact, neither of these two existing approaches would be able to learn the
three constraints for the sudoku problem, but our approach can solve any Brave
Induction or Induction of Stable Models task. In addition, in our framework
negative examples drive the learning of constraints, or the learning of bounds on
aggregates. In Section 4 we present our algorithm, ILASP, and argue its soundness and completeness with respect to our new notion of inductive learning. In
Section 5 we investigate its applicability to a planning problem. We conclude the
paper with a review of the related work and a discussion of future directions.

2

Background

We assume the following subset of the ASP language. A literal can be either an
atom p or its default negation not p (often called negation as failure). A normal
rule is of the form h ← b1 , . . . , bn , not c1 , . . . not cm where h is called the head,
b1 , . . . , bn , not c1 , . . . not cm (collectively) is called the body, and all h, bi , and cj
are atoms. A constraint is of the form ← b1 , . . . , bn , not c1 , . . . not cm . A choice
rule is an expression of the form l{h1 , . . . , hm }u ← b1 , . . . , bn , not c1 , . . . not cm
where the head l{h1 , . . . , hm }u is called an aggregate. In an aggregate l and u
are integers and hi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are atoms. A variable V occurring in a rule R
is said to be safe if V occurs in at least one positive literal in the body of R; for
example, X is not safe in the rules p(X) ← q(Y ), not r(Y ); or p ← q, not r(X).
An Answer Set Program P is a ﬁnite set of normal rules, constraints and choice
rules. Given an ASP program P , the Herbrand Base of P , denoted as HBP , is the
set of all ground (variable free) atoms that can be formed from the predicates and
constants that appear in P . When P includes only normal rules, a set A ⊆ HBP
is an Answer Set of P iﬀ it is the minimal model of the reduct P A (constructed
from the grounding of P by removing any rule whose body contains a literal
not ci where ci ∈ A, and removing any negative literals in the remaining rules).
An Answer Set satisﬁes a ground constraint ← b1 , . . . , bn , not c1 , . . . not cm if
{b1 , . . . , bn } ⊆ A or A ∩ {c1 , . . . cm } = ∅. Informally, given a ground choice
rule l{h1 , . . . , hm }u ← b1 , . . . , bn , not c1 , . . . not cm if the body is satisﬁed by A,
then the rule has the eﬀect of generating all Answer Sets in which l ≤ |A ∩
{h1 , . . . , hm }| ≤ u. For a formal deﬁnition of the semantics of choice rules, the
reader is referred to [5]. Throughout the paper we will denote with AS(P ) the
set of all Answer Sets of P .
Definition 1. A partial interpretation E is a pair E = E inc , E exc of sets of
ground atoms, called the inclusions and exclusions respectively. An Answer Set
A extends E inc , E exc if and only if (E inc ⊆ A) ∧ (E exc ∩ A = ∅).
A partial interpretation E is bravely entailed by a program P if and only if there
exists an Answer Set A ∈ AS(P ) such that A extends E. E is cautiously entailed
by P if and only if every Answer Set A ∈ AS(P ) extends E.
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Learning from Answer Sets

In this section we formalize our new paradigm of Learning from (partial) Answer
Sets. We assume background knowledge and hypotheses to be ASP programs
expressed using the ASP language deﬁned in Section 2.
In an ILP task, the expressivity of the hypothesis space is deﬁned by the
language bias of the task, often characterised by mode declarations [11]. A language bias can be deﬁned as a pair of sets of mode declarations Mh , Mb , where
Mh (resp. Mb ) are called the head (resp. body) mode declarations. Each mode
declaration mh ∈ Mh (resp. mb ∈ Mb ) is a literal whose abstracted arguments
are either v or c. Informally, an atom is said to be compatible with a mode
declaration m if each instance of v in m is replaced by a variable, and every
c by a constant. Given a language bias M = Mh , Mb , a rule of the form
h ← b1 , . . . , bn , not c1 , . . . not cm is in the search space SM if and only if (i) h is
empty; or h is an atom compatible with a mode declaration in Mh ; or h is an
aggregate l{h1 , ...hk }u such that 0 ≤ l ≤ u ≤ k and ∀i ∈ [1, k] hi are compatible
with mode declarations in Mh ; (ii) ∀i ∈ [1, n], ∀j ∈ [1, m] bi and cj are compatible with mode declarations in Mb , and ﬁnally (iii) all variables in the rule are
safe. Each rule R in SM is given a unique identiﬁer Rid .
Example 1. Let M be the mode declarations {value(c, v)}, {cell(v), value(v, v),
same block(v, v), same row(v, v), same col(v, v)} . Then the following are in SM :
value(1, C) ← cell(C); 1{value(1, C), value(2, C)}2 ← cell(C); ← value(X, C1),
value(X, C2), same block(C1, C2); whereas the following are not: value(C) ←
cell(C); cell(C) ← cell(C); ← value(1, C1), value(1, C2), same block(C1, C2).1
Definition 2. A Learning from Answer Sets task is a tuple T = B, SM , E + , E −
where B is the background knowledge, SM is the search space deﬁned by a language
bias M , E + and E − are sets of partial interpretations called, respectively, the positive and negative examples. An hypothesis H is an inductive solution of T (written
H ∈ ILPLAS (T )) if and only if:
1. H ⊆ SM
2. ∀e+ ∈ E + ∃A ∈ AS(B ∪ H) such that A extends e+
3. ∀e− ∈ E −  ∃A ∈ AS(B ∪ H) such that A extends e−
Note that this deﬁnition combines properties of both the brave and cautious
semantics: the positive examples must each be bravely entailed; whereas the
negation of each negative example must be cautiously entailed.
Example 2. Let B = {p ← r}, M = {q, r}, {p, r} , E + = { {p}, {q} , {q}, {p} }
and E − = { ∅, {p, q} , {p, q}, ∅ }. An inductive solution is the ASP program H
given by H = {q ← not r; r ← not q}. The Answer Sets of B ∪ H are {p, r} and
{q}. The former extends the ﬁrst positive example, the latter extends the second
positive example and clearly neither of them extend any negative examples.
1

Here, and in the rest of the paper, we use ; as a delimiter in sets of rules.
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The following example shows that our learning setting, with the search space as
deﬁned in example 1, can learn the sudoku problem described in the introduction.
Example 3. Consider again the sudoku problem, with SM as described in example 1, B containing the deﬁnitions of same row, same col, same block and cell.
Let the examples be as follows:

E+

⎧
{value(cell(1, 1), 1),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
value(cell(1, 2), 2),
⎪
⎪
⎨
value(cell(1, 3), 3),
=
value(cell(1, 4), 4),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
value(cell(2,
3), 2)
⎪
⎪
⎩
}, ∅

E−

⎧
{value(cell(1, 1), 1),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
value(cell(1, 3), 1)}, ∅
⎪
⎪
⎨
{value(cell(1, 1), 1),
=
value(cell(3, 1), 1)}, ∅
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
{value(cell(1,
1), 1),
⎪
⎪
⎩
value(cell(2, 2), 1)}, ∅

Let l{value(C, 1), value(C, 2), value(C, 3), value(C, 4)}u be denoted by agg(l, u).
The hypothesis H1 = {agg(1, 1) ← cell(C)} is not an inductive solution, whereas
H2 = {agg(1, 1) ← cell(C); ← value(V, C1), value(V, C2), same col(C1, C2);
← value(V, C1), value(V, C2), same row(C1, C2); ← value(V, C1), value(V, C2),
same block(C1, C2)} is an inductive solution. This shows that our learning task
can incentivise the learning of constraints. With the examples as they are, if we
take H3 to be constructed from H2 by replacing agg(1, 1) with agg(0, 1), then H3
is still an inductive solution. Adding the negative example ∅, {value(cell(1, 1), 1),
value(cell(1, 1), 2), value(cell(1, 1), 3), value(cell(1, 1), 4), } , this is no longer the
case. H2 is an inductive solution, whereas H3 is not. This shows that ILPLAS is
able to incentivise learning bounds on aggregates.
It is common practice in ILP to search for “optimal” hypotheses. This is usually
deﬁned in terms of the number of literals in the hypothesis. This does not apply
well to hypotheses that include aggregates: the length of 1{p, q}1 (exactly one
of p and q is true) would be the same as the length of 0{p, q}2 (none, either or
both of p and q is true), but clearly they do not represent similar concepts. To
calculate the length of an aggregate we convert it to disjunctive normal form,
as this takes into account both the number of Answer Sets that the aggregate
generates and the number of literals it uses. For example, 0{p, q}2 is considered
as (p ∧ q) ∨ (p ∧ not q) ∨ (not p ∧ q) ∨ (not p ∧ not q), which has length 8, whereas
1{p, q}1 is considered as (p ∧ not q) ∨ (not p ∧ q), which has length 4.
Definition 3. Given an hypothesis H, the length of the hypothesis, |H|, is the
number of literals that appear in H D , where H D is constructed from H by converting all aggregates in H to disjunctive normal form.
∗
(T )
Given an ILPLAS learning task T = B, SM , E + , E − , we denote with ILPLAS
the set of all optimal inductive solutions of T , where optimality is deﬁned in terms
n
(T ) the set of all
of the length of the hypotheses. We will also denote with ILPLAS
inductive solutions of T which have length n.
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Algorithm

In this section we describe our algorithm ILASP (Inductive Learning of Answer
Set Programs) and state its soundness and completeness results. Due to space
limitation, proofs have been omitted from the paper but they are available in [9].
Our algorithm works by encoding our ILPLAS task into an ASP program. It
makes use of two main concepts: positive solutions and violating solutions. Positive solutions are those hypotheses that, added to the background knowledge,
have Answer Sets which extend each positive example. But some positive solutions may still cover negative examples; we call these the violating solutions. The
underlying idea of our algorithm is to compute every violating solution of a given
length, and then use these to generate a set of constraints which, when added
to our task program, eliminate the violating solutions. Theorem 1 shows that
the remaining positive solutions are indeed the inductive solutions of the given
ILPLAS task. ILASP uses the ASP solver clingo[4] to compute these solutions.
Definition 4. Let T = B, SM , E + , E − be an ILPLAS task. An hypothesis
H ∈ positive solns(T ) iﬀ H ⊆ SM and ∀e+ ∈ E + ∃A ∈ AS(B ∪ H) such
that A extends e+ . A positive solution H ∈ violating solns(T ) iﬀ ∃e− ∈ E −
∃A ∈ AS(B ∪ H) such that A extends e− . We write positive solnsn (T ) and
violating solnsn (T ) to denote the positive and violating solutions of length n.
Example 4. Consider the ILPLAS task T = B, SM , E + , E − where B = {q ← r},
E + = { {p}, ∅ , {q}, ∅ }, E − = { {p, q}, ∅ } and SM is given by the following
rules {p; r; p ← r; p ← not r; r ← not p}2 . The hypotheses H1 = {p; r},
H2 = {p ← r; r} and H3 = {p ← not r; r ← not p} are among the positive
solutions of T . Each of the ﬁrst two hypotheses (together with the background
knowledge) has one Answer Set: {p; q; r}. This extends the negative example in
T , and so both hypotheses are violating solutions of T . Note that the positive
solutions which are also violating solutions are not inductive solutions, whereas
the third positive solution, which is not a violating solution is an inductive
solution of T . This is a general property proven by Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Let T = B, SM , E + , E − be an ILPLAS learning task. Then
ILPLAS (T ) = positive solns(T )\violating solns(T ).
One method to ﬁnd all inductive solutions of an ILPLAS learning task T would
be to generate all positive inductive solutions of T , add each solution, in turn,
to the background knowledge in T and solve the resulting program to check
whether it accepts Answer Sets that extend any negative examples, i.e. whether
it is a violating solution of T . As, in practice, this would be ineﬃcient, we instead generate the violating solutions ﬁrst and use these to constrain our search
for positive solutions. Inspired by the technique in [2], we encode our ILPASP
learning task as an ASP program whose Answer Sets will provide our positive
solutions. But, diﬀerently from [2], our encoding uses a meta-level approach that
2

In subsequent examples we will refer to these rules in SM with their Rid a to e.
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allows us to reason about multiple Answer Sets of B ∪H, as in our notion of positive solution there might be multiple positive examples that may be extended
by diﬀerent Answer Sets of B ∪ H.
Speciﬁcally, our deﬁnition of a positive solution H requires that each positive
example e+ ∈ E + has an Answer Set of B ∪ H that extends it. We use the
atom e(A, e+
id ) to represent that a literal A is in the Answer Set that extends
+
+
the positive example e+ (with unique identiﬁer e+
id ). For each e ∈ E , the
+
ground fact ex(eid ). Each rule R in the background knowledge and in the given
hypothesis space SM , is rewritten in a meta-level form by replacing each atom
A that appears in R with the atom e(A, X) and adding ex(X) to the body of
the rule. In this way the evaluation of the rules (in B ∪ H) can explicitly refer
to speciﬁc Answer Sets that extend a speciﬁc positive example and guide the
search accordingly. In the case of negative examples, for an hypothesis H to be
a violating solution, it is only necessary that B ∪ H cover one negative example.
We therefore use only the fact ex(neg) to represent any negative example. We
use a predicate active(Rid ), added to the body of each rule R ∈ SM , where Rid
is a unique identiﬁer for R. Rules not chosen for the hypothesis will have this
condition evaluated to false (and the rule will be vacuously satisﬁed). Formally,
given an Answer Set A, the function meta−1 (A) = {R ∈ SM : active(Rid ) ∈ A}.
Definition 5. Let T = B, SM , E + , E − be an ILPLAS learning task and n ∈ N.
Let Rid be a unique identiﬁer for each rule R ∈ SM and let e+
id be a unique identiﬁer for each positive example e+ ∈ E + . The learning task T is represented as
n
the ASP task program Tmeta
= meta(B) ∪ meta(SM ) ∪ meta(E + ) ∪ meta(E − ) ∪
meta(Aux, n) where each of these ﬁve “meta” components are as follows:
1. meta(B) is generated from B by replacing every atom A with the atom
e(A, X), and by adding the condition ex(X) to the body of each rule.
2. meta(SM ) is generated from SM by replacing every atom A with the atom
e(A, X), and by adding the two conditions active(Rid ) and ex(X) to the body
of the rule R that matches the correct rule identiﬁer Rid .
+
for each ex+ = {li1 , . . . , lih }, {le1 , . . . , lek } ∈ E + the
3. meta(E
⎧ ) includes
+
⎨ ex(exid ); ← not covered(ex+
id );
+
rules:
covered(e+
)
←
e(li
,
ex
),
.
.
.
, e(lih , ex+
1
id
id
id ),
⎩
+
not e(le1 , exid ), . . . , not e(lek , ex+
id )
4. meta(E − ) includes for each e− = {li1 , . . . , lih }, {le1, . . . , lek } ∈ E − the rule:
violating ← e(li1 , neg), . . . , e(lih , neg), not e(le1 , neg), . . . , not e(lek , neg)
5. meta(Aux, n) includes the ground facts length(Rid , |R|) for every rule R ∈
SM and the rule n #sum{active(R) = X : length(R, X)}n to impose that
the total length of the (active) hypothesis has to be n.
3
is as follows:
Example 5. Recall the task T in Example 4. Tmeta

1. meta(B) = {e(q, X) ← e(r, X), ex(X)}
2. meta(SM ) = {e(p, X) ← active(a), ex(X); e(r, X) ← active(b), ex(X);
e(p, X) ← e(r, X), active(c), ex(X); e(p, X) ← not e(r, X), active(d), ex(X);
e(r, X) ← not e(p, X), active(e), ex(X)}
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3. meta(E + ) = {covered(1) ← e(p, 1); covered(2) ← e(q, 2);
← not covered(1); ← not covered(2); ex(1); ex(2)}
4. meta(E − ) = {violating ← e(p, neg), e(q, neg)}
5. meta(Aux, 3) = {length(a, 1); length(b, 1); length(c, 2); length(d, 2);
length(e, 2); 3 #sum{active(R) = X : length(R, X)}3}
Proposition 1. Let T = B, SM , E + , E − be an ILPLAS task and n ∈ N . Then
n
H ∈ positive solnsn (T ) if and only if ∃A ∈ AS(Tmeta
) such that H = meta−1 (A).
But as stated in Theorem 1, to compute our inductive solution we need also
to compute the violating solutions. The same ASP encoding described in Definition 5 can be used to generate all the violating solutions. Speciﬁcally, given
n
∪ {← not violating; ex(neg)} will have
a length n, the ASP program Tmeta
Answer Sets that include active(Rid ) of hypotheses R ∈ SM that are violating
solutions. This is captured by Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. Let T = B, SM , E + , E − be an ILPLAS task and n ∈ N .
n
Let P be the ASP program Tmeta
∪ {← not violating; ex(neg)}. Then H ∈
violating solnsn (T ) if and only if ∃A ∈ AS(P ) such that H = meta−1 (A).
The main idea of our learning algorithm, called ILASP, is to compute ﬁrst all
violating solutions of a given ILPLAS learning task T by solving the ASP pron
gram Tmeta
∪ {← not violating; ex(neg)}. Then to convert these solutions into
n
constraints3 and again to solve Tmeta
, augmented this time with these new constraints. The Answer Sets of this second step will provide all the inductive solutions of T . This is formally described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. ILASP
procedure ILASP(T )
solutions = []
for n = 0; solutions.empty; n++ do
n
∪ {← not violating; ex(neg)})
vs = AS(Tmeta
n
ps = AS(Tmeta ∪ {constraint(meta−1 (V )) : V ∈ vs})
solutions = {meta−1 (A) : A ∈ ps}
end for
return solutions
end procedure
n
We denote with ILPLAS
(T ) the set of all inductive solutions of length n. Proposition 3 states that the Answer Sets of the ASP task program augmented with
constraint(H), for each violating solution H, correspond exactly to the inductive
solutions of length n of the original learning task.

Proposition 3. Let T = B, SM , E + , E − be an ILPLAS task and n ∈ N . Let
n
∪ {constraint(V ) : V ∈ violating solnsn (T )}. Then a hypothesis
P = Tmeta
n
H ∈ ILPLAS (T ) if and only if ∃A ∈ AS(P ) such that H = meta−1 (A).
3

constraint({R1 , . . . , Rh }) denotes the rule ← active(Rid1 ), . . . , active(Ridh ), where
Rid1 ,. . . Ridh are the unique identifiers of rules R1 , . . . , Rh in H.
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The following theorem states that ILASP is sound and complete with respect
∗
to the notion of optimal4 inductive solutions in ILPLAS
(T ). ILASP (T ) denotes
the set of hypotheses computed by ILASP for a given ILPLAS task T .
Theorem 2. Let T be any ILPLAS learning task such that there is at least one
∗
(T ).
inductive solution. Then ILASP (T ) = ILPLAS
Proof. At each step through the for loop (ﬁx n to be any natural number): let
n
H be an hypothesis of length n and P = Tmeta
∪ {← not violating; ex(neg)}.
By Prop. 2, H ∈ violating solnsn (T ) iﬀ ∃A ∈ AS(P ) st H = meta−1 (A).
⇒ H ∈ violating solnsn (T ) iﬀ ∃A ∈ vs st H = meta−1 (A).
⇒ violating solnsn (T ) = {meta−1 (A) : A ∈ vs}
n
ps = AS(Tmeta
∪ {constraint(meta−1 (V )) : V ∈ vs})
n
⇒ ps = AS(Tmeta
∪ {constraint(V ) : V ∈ violating solnsn (T )})
n
(T ) iﬀ ∃A ∈ ps st H = meta−1 (A) by Proposition 3.
⇒ H ∈ ILPLAS
n
⇒ ILPLAS
(T ) = {meta−1 (A) : A ∈ ps} = solutions
n
As ILASP (T ) returns ILPLAS
(T ) for the ﬁrst n for which it is non-empty,
∗
(T ).


ILASP (T ) = ILPLAS
We are currently working to improve ILASP’s scalability. In general there could
be many violating solutions before the ﬁrst inductive solution; for example, with
the sudoku problem, the ﬁrst positive solution is H1 from example 3 which has
length 17; however, the ﬁrst inductive solution is not until H2 at length 26. There
are many thousands of violating solutions between lengths 17 and 26 (many of
these are constructed by adding rules to H1 ). By restricting the search space
so that the only permitted aggregates are those of the form agg(l, u) for some l
and u (see example 3), our implementation was able to ﬁnd the correct solution.
In current work we are exploring techniques to make ILASP more eﬃcient and
more scalable. One possibility is to keep a set of full Answer Sets which extend
negative examples. When we ﬁnd a violating solution, we add an Answer Set to
this set and rule out further solutions which accept this Answer Set. This set is
likely to be much smaller than the set of violating solutions.

5

Application to a Planning Problem

In this section we apply our approach to a planning problem where an agent is
in a room at a given position and attempts to get to a target position. Figure 2
gives a graphical representation of the room and the legend describes its main
features. The challenge in this planning problem is that although the agent has
complete knowledge of the grid map, it does not know the meaning of the various
cell features. For instance, it knows which cells are locked, but not that to go
through a locked cell it must ﬁrst visit the key to that cell. The agent’s goal is
to learn the deﬁnition of valid move to allow it to reach the target position.
4

Note that the optimality – hypotheses with shortest length – is guaranteed by the
incremental property of our algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Cells with diagonal lines are locked and the agent must visit the corresponding
key before it can enter these cells. Link cells allow the agent to jump to the indicated
destination cell. The thick black lines represent walls.

The planning problem is modelled as follows. At each step an oracle informs
the agent on which cells it could move to next, called the valid moves. If the
agent, using its current knowledge, infers valid moves that are diﬀerent from that
suggested by the oracle then the agent learns an updated hypothesis; otherwise
it plans a path to the target position, using its current hypothesis, and selects as
its next move the ﬁrst move in the plan. By using ASP optimisation, the agent
can even plan for the optimal (shortest) plan.5 In what follows we show three
scenarios illustrating three diﬀerent learning outcomes. In the ﬁrst scenario, the
agent learns just the concept of valid move; in the second scenario, part of the
existing background knowledge is removed and the agent has to also learn a new
concept that does not appear in the examples or in the background knowledge,
showing the ability of ILPLAS to support predicate invention [11]. Finally, in
the third scenario, the environment is non deterministic, causing the agent to
learn a non deterministic notion of valid move.
Scenario 1: In this simplest scenario, the agent is given the grid map, encoded
as facts, together with the history of the cells it has been at from the start and
the notions of adjacent cells, visited cell and unlocked cell (given below).
unlocked(C, T) :- visited_cell(Key, T), key(C, Key).
unlocked(C, T) :- cell(C), not locked(C), time(T).

The task is for the agent to learn the rules:
valid_move(C1, T) :- agent_at(C2, T), not wall(C1, C2),
adjacent(C1, C2), unlocked(C1, T).
valid_move(C1, T) :- agent_at(C2, T), link(C2, C1), unlocked(C1, T).

We denote with V Moracle the set of valid move/2 facts that the oracle generates
and with V Magent the set of valid move/2 facts that the agent infers at a given
time using its current knowledge and hypothesis. When V Moracle and V Magent
diﬀer, the agent uses our ILASP algorithm to ﬁnd a new hypothesis such that
5

If the agent cannot generate, with its current knowledge, a plan to reach the target
position, then optimality is defined in terms of exploration of the map.
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V Magent and V Moracle are once again equal. The background knowledge consists
of the deﬁnitions of adjacent, unlocked, visited cell and of the history of the
cells the agent has been at from the start. In this simple scenario the target
program has only one Answer Set, thus only one positive example is necessary.
In particular, at each learning step, the positive example is given by every valid
move in V Moracle that does not appear in V Magent . These are the moves the
agent did not realise were possible, hence it needs to learn. The negative examples
are constructed from the moves that are in V Magent but not in V Moracle . These
are the moves the agent wrongly thought were possible and that the new learned
hypothesis should no longer cover. The ﬁrst few sets of examples are shown in
example 6. Note that the learning task does not take into account the complete
history of the valid moves. So it is possible that the new hypothesis wrongly
classiﬁes as invalid a move made at an earlier step. If V Moracle is still diﬀerent
to V Magent , the examples are again updated and a new hypothesis is learned.
Example 6. At the ﬁrst step V Moracle = {(9, 1), (10, 2)}, but given the agent’s
initial hypothesis, ∅, V Magent = ∅. The examples are therefore:

{valid move(cell(9, 1), 1),
E− = ∅
E+ =
valid move(cell(10, 2), 1)}, ∅
ILASP returns the hypothesis valid move(C, T ) ← unlocked(C, T ). V Magent
and V Moracle are still not equal as V Magent now contains too many moves. The
agent therefore extends its examples to:
⎧
⎧
⎨ {valid move(cell(9, 1), 1),
⎨ {valid move(cell(8, 1), 1)}, ∅ ,
valid move(cell(10, 2), 1) E − =
{valid move(cell(7, 1), 1)}, ∅ ,
E+ =
⎩
⎩
}, ∅
...
The new hypothesis is valid move(C, T ) ← adjacent(C, C2), agent at(C2, T ).
V Magent and V Moracle are now equal, and so the agent makes it’s ﬁrst move (to
(9, 1)). V Moracle and V Magent are equal until the agent reaches (8, 1). V Magent
now has (7, 1) where V Moracle does not. The previous example set is augmented
with the new negative example {valid move(cell(7, 1), 3)}, ∅ . As shown in Table 1, ILASP is able to generate the correct solution in 6 learning steps; however,
in this scenario it only had to learn a single predicate. Next we investigate what
happens when ILASP needs to learn an unseen predicate.
Scenario 2: This scenario diﬀers from the previous one in that the agent is
not given the deﬁnition of unlocked cell. The language bias of this learning task
is therefore augmented with a new predicate, called extra/2 added to both Mh
and Mb . We expected the agent to learn the previous hypothesis along with the
deﬁnition of unlocked; however, the agent learned the shorter hypothesis:
extra(C,T) :extra(C,T) :valid_move(C,
valid_move(C,

agent_at(C1, V1), link(C1,C).
adjacent(C,C1), agent_at(C1, T), not wall(C,C1).
T) :- extra(C,T), not locked(C).
T) :- extra(C,T), key(C1,C), visited_cell(C1,T).

So far, due to the deterministic environment the agent has learned programs with
only one Answer Set. The next scenario explores a non-deterministic setting.
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Table 1. Results for the first scenario. Each row shows the path the agent took while
it believed a particular hypothesis ((1..3, 2) abbreviates (1, 2), (2, 2), (3, 2)) .
Path
(10, 1)
(10, 1)
(10..8, 1)
(8, 1..4), (7..6, 4)

Hypotheses (With variables renamed for readability)

valid move(C, T ) ← unlocked(C, T ).
valid move(C, T ) ← adjacent(C, C2), agent at(C2, T ).
valid move(C, T ) ← not wall(C, C2), adjacent(C, C2), agent at(C2, T ).
valid move(C, T ) ← not wall(C, C2), adjacent(C, C2), agent at(C2, T ).
(6, 4..7), (5, 7)
valid move(C, T ) ←link(C, C2), agent at(C2, T ).
valid move(C, T ) ← not wall(C, C2), unlocked(C, T ),
adjacent(C, C2), agent at(C2, T ).
(5, 7..8), (2..3, 4),
(3, 3)
valid move(C, T ) ←link(C, C2), agent at(C2, T ).
valid move(C, T ) ← not wall(C, C2), unlocked(C, T ),
adjacent(C, C2), agent at(C2, T ).
(3, 3), (2..3, 3),
(3, 5), (2, 5..6), valid move(C, T ) ←link(C, C2), unlocked(C, T ), agent at(C2, T ).
(1, 6..7) (1, 8..5),
(3..1, 10)

Scenario 3: We now further complicate matters for our agent by removing the
guarantee that the set of valid moves it has is always inferable given its history.
The change to the scenario is that link is given an extra argument: the ﬂipped
destination cell (if the destination cell is (X, Y ), the ﬂipped cell is (Y, X)). Now
whenever the agent lands on a link cell, the oracle decides (randomly) whether
to give the destination cell, or the ﬂipped cell as a valid move. In the ﬁrst
two scenarios we restricted the search space to hypotheses without aggregates,
whereas here we allow aggregates, which extends the search space to include
many more rules. As a consequence, to overcome the scalability issues discussed
in the previous section, we needed to make a small addition to the background
knowledge that combines the concepts of adjacent and wall into a new concept
joined(C1, C2) ← adjacent(C1, C2), not wall. In this scenario, in addition to
the set of valid moves, the oracle also gives to the agent a second set of potentially
valid moves (the union of all sets of valid moves the oracle could have given).
The fact that the environment is non-deterministic changes the learning task
slightly. We can no longer encode every invalid move proposed by the agent at
a particular time as a negative example. This is because, had the oracle made
a diﬀerent choice, the move might have been a valid one. If an invalid move
appears in the set of potentially valid moves, then it is instead added to the
exclusion set of the positive example at that time. This means that it cannot
occur in the Answer Set extending this positive example, but could well appear
in other Answer Sets of the program. The agent was able to learn the rules:
1 {valid_move(C, T); valid_move(FC, T)} 1 :unlocked(C, T), link(C2, C, FC), agent_at(C2, T).
valid_move(C, T) :- unlocked(C, T), joined(C, C2), agent_at(C2, T).

6

Related Work

In this section we review the related work. We reformulate (but preserve the
meaning of) some learning tasks to allow for easier comparison with our own.
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The goal of traditional ILP has been to learn Prolog style logic programs.
Usually this is restricted to learning deﬁnite programs (with no negation as
failure). The learning task of these traditional ILP systems is equivalent to a
Learning from Answer Sets task with a single positive example (and no negative examples) and with the search space restricted to deﬁnite logic programs.
But learning more general ASP programs rather Prolog programs has the clear
advantage that the ASP representation is completely declaratvie. In Prolog, we
would have to learn a procedure for constructing valid sudoku boards, whereas
in ASP we only learned the rules of sudoku.
Induction of Stable Models [13] extends the deﬁnition of ILP to the stable
model semantics. An Induction of Stable Models task is a tuple B, SM , E where
B is the background knowledge, SM is the search space and E is a set of partial
interpretations. H ∈ ILPsm B, M, E iﬀ (i) H ⊆ SM ; and (ii) ∀O ∈ E : ∃A ∈
AS(B ∪H) such that A extends O. This is a special case of ILPLAS : with no negative examples. For any B, SM , E: ILPsm B, SM , E = ILPLAS B, SM , E, ∅ .
However, negative examples are needed to learn Answer Set programs in practice, as otherwise there is no concept of what should not be in an Answer Set. In
our planning, for instance, no negative examples would give the optimal solution
0{valid move(C, T )}1 ← cell(C), time(T ) (at any time for each cell C, we may
or may not be allowed to move to C). This does cover our positive examples,
but it is not speciﬁc enough to be useful for planning.
Brave Induction[16] ﬁnds an hypothesis which covers a single observation
O. A Brave Induction task, when deﬁned in the context of ASP, is a tuple
B, SM , O where B is the background knowledge, SM the search space and O
is a set of atoms. H ∈ ILPb B, M, O iﬀ (i) H ⊆ SM ; and (ii) ∃A ∈ AS(B ∪ H)
such that O ⊆ A. For any B, M, O, the Brave Induction task ILPb B, M, O =
ILPLAS B, M, { O, ∅ }, ∅ . ASPAL [2] uses ASP as a solver to compute a solution to a standard ILP Task. ASPAL’s learning task, similarly to that of
XHAIL [14], is between Brave Induction and Induction of Stable Models. It
has a single positive example which is a partial interpretation. ASPAL’s method
of using an ASP solver to search for the inductive solutions to an ILP task inspired our own. Our method conducts the search in multiple stages however, as
we not only require the brave entailment of the positive examples, but also the
cautious entailment of the negation of our negative examples. The search spaces
in ASPAL and XHAIL did not include aggregates or constraints.
In [3], De Raedt deﬁnes Learning from Partial Interpretations. Under ILPLF P I
an example E (a partial interpretation) is covered by a hypothesis H iﬀ there
is a model of B ∪ H, which extends E. Unlike ILPLAS , as this deﬁnition uses
models, H covers an example E iﬀ B ∪ H ∪ E is consistent. Another approach is
Learning from Interpretation Transitions [7]. The examples here are pairs of interpretations I, J such that J must equal TB∪H (I). This task can be mapped
to an ILPLAS task by replacing every atom h in the head of rules in B and
SM or occuring in J with the new atom tp(h), representing that h ∈ TB∪H (I).
Each Ii ∈ {I1 , . . . , In } would then be put in the background knowledge with a
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condition egi in the body (supported by a choice rule 1{eg1 , . . . , egn }1) and egi
would be added to each Ji which then become the positive examples.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a new paradigm for ILP that allows the learning of ASP
programs. We have designed and implemented an algorithm which is able to
compute inductive solutions, and have shown how it can be used in a planning
problem.
There are two avenues of future work: improving the eﬃciency of our algorithm; and learning a larger subset of the language of ASP. In particular we
believe that learning optimisation statements in ASP will facilitate many more
applications, as most of ASP’s applications involve optimisation.
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